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progress    The coast line here is vastl> different in character
and outline from that farther to the north
The chief rivers of the west ha\e gouged deep canyons in
the plateau For the greater part of their courses owing
to the general trend of the ranges these rivers ha\e a
northerly or a southerly direction \\hich usually changes
abruptly where they break through the \vestern i*all in a
series of gorges On the Pacific edge of North America to
a greater degree perhaps than anywhere else in the world
the political boundanes run counter to the natural frontiers
In every case between Canada and Alaska between Canada
and the United States or between the United States and
Mexico they must be entirely disregarded in treating the
geographical regions
The presence of this great plateau means more than can be
understood to the life of North Americans* In the first
place these high elevations have for long ages acted as traps
for the moisture coming from the Ptofie* It piles up above
the snow line to meit in the sommer when the dry iaods <rf
California most need the water for irrigation or t0 fam
huge glaciers which feed continuously the Paafic rrrars
farther north Secondly the constant rainfall along the sea
ward slopes north of 40 has made possible the ncti forests
upon which sd large a section of the peoples of the Pacific
Basm are dependent in so many ways. Again tbe force of
these streams m their rapid descent to the sea is & poorer
that man is gradually harnessing for his use by changing the
force of falling water to electricity Engineers calculate that
ib the Pacific north west of the United States alone Ihere
are tiadeveloped sites capable of generating upwards of SO
million horse power The possibilities for the industries of
the future are treiBendotis, especially ic the application 0£
power to saw-mills pti^mg plants and the extraction

